
Doctors Without Borders/Médecins 
Sans Frontières (MSF) is an 
international medical humanitarian 
organization whose mission is to 
provide emergency medical care to 
people caught in crises, without 
regard to race, religion, gender or 

medical assistance, MSF also 
provides clean water and supplies to 
people in war zones, refugee camps, 
urban slums and remote and 

the organization marked its 50th 

midwives, epidemiologists, 
water and sanitation experts and 
other aid workers make up MSF’s 

ternational humanitarian medical assistance

Provides medical assistance to communities 

One of the major changes AnswerHub enabled 
Doctors Without Borders to go through is our 
approach to online communities.  the 
beginning, many doubted it would work. The 

Gradually, more departments joined the 
platform. This really accelerated with the 
COVID-19 crisis, when the platform became a 
place to post and update protocols and for 
members to share 

 from each other. Now we have community 
managers in almost every department.
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MSF was looking to:
experience

Build horizontal  peer-to-peer relationships

Provide access to a larger pool of knowledge, experience and expertise
Further recognize the value of expertise and experiences from MSF colleagues around the globe

experiences and answers with each other on a single accessible

in
touch with subject matter experts within the larger MSF

navigable
interface and expert and Topics features means

allowing them to
regularly expand their knowledge with a dedicated focus and
share their expertise and experience with

• By being able to communicate and
collaborate across a reliable digital
platform, MSF has elevated its support to
workers providing care to communities
that need it most. The connection to
colleagues helps to improve MSF’s

Communication through this channel has
led to better collaboration, more informed

• platform, 
which enables more bottom-up approaches 
and values experience and expertise of 
all colleagues. The organization can now
more easily identify

•
connected with their topics of interest and 
areas of expertise.
provided a solution that allows everyone in
the organization to remain close regardless
of physical distance, location

• Organization-wide, MSF shares necessary
knowledge more freely and easily. Within

the platform allowed MSF to create a
potential global meeting point for all MSF

Book a Call

https://meetings.hubspot.com/ignitetech/answerhub

